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Animals rarely solve problems spontaneously. Some bird species, however, can immediately find a solution to the string-pulling problem. They are able to rapidly gain access to food hung on the end of a
long string by repeatedly pulling and then stepping on the string. It is currently unclear whether these
spontaneous solutions are produced by insight or by a perceptual-motor feedback loop. Here, we presented New Caledonian crows and humans with a novel horizontal string-pulling task. While the
humans succeeded, no individual crow showed a significant preference for the connected string, and
all but one failed to gain the food even once. These results clearly show that string pulling in New Caledonian crows is generated not by insight, but by perceptual feedback. Animals can spontaneously solve
problems without planning their actions.
Keywords: New Caledonian crows; string pulling; insight; perceptual-motor feedback loop;
mental scenario building; intermediate cognition

1. INTRODUCTION
How do animals solve complex problems? We currently
have little idea exactly what goes through an animal’s
mind when faced with a cognitively challenging situation.
This has led to a number of researchers calling for studies
that not only document the behaviour of an animal but
also pinpoint the actual cognitive mechanisms used
during problem solving [1– 3].
One of the most famous examples of spontaneous problem solving in animals is string pulling. When food is
hung from a perch by a string, some corvids [4–6] and
psittacids [7–9] can, without a single mistake, pull up the
string to obtain the food. This is accomplished by the repetition of two actions: pulling up a segment of string and
then stepping on it to prevent it from dropping. However,
although string pulling was first documented hundreds
of years ago [10], we still do not know what cognitive
processes are used by birds when they solve this problem.
The ‘insight’ hypothesis [4,5,11,12] suggests that the
birds mentally model their future actions. That is, they imagine the effect that repeatedly pulling and then stepping on
the string will have on the position of the food, realize such
actions will gain them the food and then execute these
actions. The ‘feedback loop’ hypothesis [6,13] suggests
that food moving towards the bird acts as an internal
psychological reinforcer that motivates it to repeat pullstep actions. Positive movement of the food following the
initial pull drives the bird to first step on the string to prevent it from moving away, and then to repeat the pulling
action. Stepping occurs because the animal has learnt
from prior foraging experience that positioning objects
under the foot allows the beak to be freed for further action.

Currently, there is no conclusive evidence for either of
these hypotheses. The insight hypothesis is supported by a
study that presented ravens with a counterintuitive problem
where string had to be pulled down in order for the food to
move up and towards the bird [5]. Ravens with prior experience of string pulling were able to solve this, but naive ravens
were not. The failure to solve a counterintuitive problem
where string had to be pulled down to move food up led
the authors to suggest that the ravens did understand the
cause–effect relationship between string, food and body.
However, these results can also be accounted for by the
feedback loop hypothesis. The naive crows had no experience with pull-stepping. To spontaneously string pull,
these birds needed to both coordinate these novel behaviours and observe how their actions changed the position
of the reward. Therefore, they would have had to divide
their attention between looking up at the string, down at
their feet, and over and down at the food. This need for
divided attention could have interrupted the perceptualmotor feedback loop and so prevented spontaneous string
pulling. By contrast, the experienced birds had already
learnt to coordinate pull-steps and so could have paid
sufficient attention to the effects of their actions on the
string for the feedback loop to be established.
The feedback loop hypothesis is supported by the finding
that New Caledonian crows fail to solve the string-pulling
problem when visual feedback is restricted [6]. When
naive crows had to pull food up through a small hole in
a wooden platform, they failed to produce pull-step
sequences, and even experienced crows did not solve the
problem immediately. However, not only was sample size
low in the study, but also the mechanical difficulties associated with pulling the string through the hole might have
interfered with problem solving. Further evidence is
needed before we can conclude that perceptual feedback
of the reward moving towards a bird does in fact drive
string pulling.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the string connectivity problems. (a) The set-up in experiment 1. Humans had to decide if they would
pull a money jar with string connected to it or a money jar with string not connected to it. For the crows, the money jar was
replaced with meat. (b) The path connectivity control. Humans had to choose between a connected string that had a cloth
wrapped around it and a disconnected string that was positioned so that the gap between the two disconnected pieces was
spanned by a piece of white tape. Again the jar of money was replaced with meat for the crows.

The insight and feedback loop hypotheses make testable predictions about two aspects of spontaneous string
pulling: the role of feedback and the role of causal knowledge. The insight hypothesis predicts that an animal
should not need to receive perceptual feedback of the
food moving towards it during string pulling because it
has already mentally modelled the effect of its actions.
It also predicts that the animal must understand the causality of the string (connectivity): that pulling one end of
the string will move the other end. An animal cannot
mentally model the effect of its future behaviour if it
does not understand how the object it is interacting
with works. By contrast, the feedback loop hypothesis
predicts that an animal’s success will be dependent on
its observation of the food moving towards itself and
that it need not understand how string works.
Here, we created a task with elements from two previous bird studies [9,14], and presented it to humans
and New Caledonian crows in order to test these predictions. Crows naive to string pulling had to choose
between two coiled horizontal strings, only one of which
was connected to the food. This simultaneously tested
(i) whether the crows were dependent on feedback from
the food moving towards them during string pulling and
(ii) whether they were sensitive to the connectedness of
the string. The task was presented to humans as a result
of work showing that physical cognition tasks used with
animals are not always solved by humans, as might be
expected [15,16]. Therefore, to ensure the validity of
our novel experimental paradigm, we tested whether
humans could predict the correct course of action to
take when viewing the experimental stimuli from the
same perspective as the crows.

2. METHODS
We first tested 50 undergraduate students enrolled at
Auckland University with our connectivity task. The
humans were shown two photos of a coiled rope attached
Proc. R. Soc. B

to a jar of money. In experiment 1, one photo pictured a continuous rope, and the other a rope divided into two segments
separated by a gap of 15 cm (figure 1a; electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Subjects read the
statement: ‘Please choose the rope you would pull to get
the jar full of money’. Subjects received a single trial of this
experiment. This experiment tested whether humans could
discriminate between a connected and disconnected rope.
Success at this experiment would show that humans had
used either an understanding of physical connectivity or perceptual continuity to solve the problem. That is, either the
subjects understood that pulling one end of the string
made the other move because the string was connected to
the money, or they had learnt that pulling one end of a perceptually continuous object often led to reward. Experiment
2 tested between these two possibilities. Connection often
covaries with perceptual continuity: a string tied to food is
both connected and perceptually continuous with the
reward. Humans have previously been shown to ignore perceptual features, such as the degree of contact between two
objects, and instead attend to physical connection [16].
That is, humans understand that covariation is not the
same as causation in regard to connectivity. Here, we examined whether humans showed this same level of
understanding with the stimuli used in our experiment by
interrupting the correlation between physical connection
and perceptual continuity. In this experiment, one photo pictured two rope segments separated by a gap of 20 cm. This
gap was spanned by a line of white tape stuck onto a blue
cloth. The rope segments were positioned on top of the
tape, but were not attached to it. Thus, there was perceptual
continuity but no physical connection. The other photo pictured a continuous rope with a blue cloth piece wrapped
around it tightly, so that the outline of the continuous rope
could be seen (figure 1b; electronic supplementary material,
figure S2). Thus, there was physical connection but no perceptual continuity owing to the blue cloth. Again, subjects
were given a single trial. If subjects were using perceptual
continuity rather than an understanding of string
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connectivity to make their choice, they should prefer the
option that maintained a perceptually continuous path
between string and reward. By contrast, if the subjects understood physical connectivity, then they should have rejected
the photo of the discontinuous string placed on a segment
of tape and instead preferred the photo where the string disappeared beneath the cloth but clearly remained intact. That
is, they should have predicted more chance of success when
pulling a clearly continuous rope that had a segment perceptually obscured than a clearly cut rope that had been placed
on (and so was in contact with) a segment of tape. This study
was carried out under the ethics approval of the University of
Auckland (reference 2011/433).
We then carried out the experiment with 11 wild crows
captured on the island of Maré, New Caledonia. On the
basis of sexual size dimorphism [17], four of the crows
were female. Eight of the crows were adults more than
2 years old, and three were sub-adults less than 2 years old
(two females and one male). The crows were housed in a
five-cage outdoor aviary close to the location of capture;
the cages varied in size but were all at least 8 m2 in area
and 3 m high. The crows were first habituated to rope by
tying several pieces between two perches in their aviary. To
ensure crows were habituated, a rope was put on the edge
of a table located outside their aviary, and the crows were
allowed to retrieve a piece of meat placed on the segment
that protruded into their cage. In the experimental task, the
crows were presented with two pieces of rope positioned
on the table outside their aviary. The crows had no prior
experience of pulling string vertically or horizontally. As in
experiment 1 of the human experiments, one piece of
coiled rope was continuous, while the second was composed
of two rope segments separated by a 10 cm gap (electronic
supplementary material, figure S3). Both ropes had meat
attached at their end. The rope segments were first presented
out of reach of the crows for 20 s to allow the crows to
observe both options. After the observation period, the
rope ends were placed within reach of the crows. Trials
ended once the crows gained the food, interacted with one
string and then attempted to interact with the other, or did
not interact with the string for 3 min. If a crow failed to interact with the string for the first 2 min of the trial, bait was
placed on the perch to determine whether the crow was
still sufficiently motivated. If a crow failed to interact for
the full 3 min, we reran the habituation procedure outlined
earlier. If a crow took the meat from the perch and from
the string across three consecutive trials and habituation
tests but did not at any point interact with either of the
strings in the experimental trials, testing stopped. If birds
did respond, the testing ended after 20 trials. To move
onto experiment 2, a subject needed to have a significant preference for the connected string. All binomial choice tests
were one-tailed, as we were testing a directional hypothesis
that crows would perform above chance. All crows were
released at their site of capture after testing. This study was
carried out under the ethics approval of the University of
Auckland (reference R602).

3. RESULTS
In our human study, 49/50 students chose the correct option
in experiment 1 (binomial choice p , 0.00001), and 42/50
students chose the correct option in experiment 2 (binomial
choice p , 0.00001). The difference between the two
Proc. R. Soc. B
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experiments does raise the possibility that seven humans
(14% of subjects) actually relied on path continuity, rather
than on a causal understanding of string connectivity
when solving the first task.
In our crow study, 8/11 crows chose the connected
string on their first trial (binomial choice p ¼ 0.11).
Only one subject completed 20 trials. He scored 13/20
(binomial choice p ¼ 0.l3). All the other crows stopped
interacting with the string before they had completed
20 experimental trials. In fact, they failed to pull the
string sufficiently for the reward to move even once. We
analysed the behaviour of these 10 birds as a group. On
average, these crows made a choice in 2.5 + 0.6 trials
(mean + s.e.) before they then stopped interacting with
the string. In the trials where they interacted with a
string, the crows chose the connected string on 16/25
trials (binomial choice p ¼ 0.11). Combining the data
for the entire group, however, did lead to a significant
result, with the crows showing a significant preference
for the connected string (binomial choice p ¼ 0.037).
Owing to no crow individually showing a significant preference for the connected string, testing ended after
experiment 1.

4. DISCUSSION
Adult humans were able to mentally solve a novel stringpulling problem by using a causal understanding of
connectivity. String pulling may, however, be a non-trivial
task for adults. The failure of the second experiment by
14 per cent of the test subjects raises the possibility that
some humans might have relied on the perceptual cue
of path continuity, rather than on a causal understanding
of the task. Alternatively, these subjects may have had an
understanding of connectivity but believed that the tape
was connected in some way to the string and thus was a
better option than the perceptually discontinuous string.
Further testing is required to discriminate between
these two possibilities. In contrast to the humans, New
Caledonian crows were unable to solve even experiment 1
successfully. In fact, only one crow completed this experiment. The other crows failed to pull the string a sufficient
number of times for the reward or string end to begin
moving at all. Furthermore, no crow individually
attended to the connectivity of the string during string
pulling, as evidenced by their lack of preference for the
connected string in experiment 1. However, combining
together the data from all the crows led us to find a significant preference for the connected string, which raises two
possibilities. The first is that this was a statistical fluke
created by combining together all the individual data.
The second is that the crows did have an understanding
of connectivity, but were unable to use this information
in a mental scenario to predict that continued string pulling would lead to reward and so motivate themselves to
continue pulling the correct string. While it seems likely
that the first possibility is correct, given the individual
performances of the crows, further work is required to
confirm this.
However, this experiment does provide strong evidence against the insight hypothesis. Without perceptual
feedback, all but one of the New Caledonian crows
tested did not spontaneously pull the string a sufficient
number of times to get the reward, a performance very
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different to that seen in vertical string-pulling experiments
[6]. If the crows had been mentally simulating their interaction with the string, they should have been able to
predict the effect of repeated pulling, and so been motivated to carry on string pulling without feedback. Our
results clearly demonstrate that such motivation was lacking. The findings here instead provide support for the
feedback loop hypothesis, which can also account for
the results found in previous studies on string pulling in
birds [4– 8]. The failure of New Caledonian crows to
solve the string-pulling problem when feedback is interrupted [6] or removed (this study), and the failure of
chimpanzees to solve a problem highly similar to vertical
string pulling without perceptual feedback [18], strongly
suggests that such feedback is a key component of this
type of problem solving. Testing whether crows discriminate between connected and disconnected uncoiled
strings after limited experience would provide further
evidence in support of this conclusion.
The findings that New Caledonian crows can spontaneously solve vertical string-pulling problems [6],
combined with the findings here, show that spontaneous
solutions to novel problems are possible without the behaviours involved being simulated mentally. This brings into
question a number of studies purporting to show ‘meansend understanding’ in humans and other animals. In
these studies, it has been suggested that subjects understand that an object such as a cloth is a means to an
end (food placed at the end of the cloth). That is, the subjects understand that pulling on one end of the cloth leads
to the other end of the cloth, and the food placed on it,
moving within reach. Use of path continuity alongside a
perceptual-motor feedback loop could account for results
where infants [19], elephants [20], monkeys [21] and
apes [22] pull an object on a cloth towards them. The
positive feedback of an object positioned on a cloth
moving towards a subject when the cloth is pulled could
drive means-end solutions, rather than an understanding
that the object is supported by the cloth such that pulling
on one end will lead the other end to move. Testing this
possibility may indicate that means-end understanding
is less widespread across the animal kingdom than previously thought. Perceptual feedback may also be
important to the solution to other types of problems,
such as the Aesop’s fable task [13,23].
While operant conditioning is a necessary component of
the perceptual feedback loop, in that the positive movement
of an attractive stimulus towards an animal drives string
pulling, it is not sufficient. This is shown by the performances of siskins and goldfinches on string-pulling
problems. Both these species use their feet to hold buds,
seeds and grass stems, and so possess the necessary behavioural prerequisite for string pulling [24]. However, while
they can learn through operant conditioning, they do not
spontaneously solve the string-pulling problem [25].
What additional element is required for the establishment
of the perceptual feedback loop?
The key to establishing a feedback loop is to note the
effect of pulling and stepping: that the food has moved
closer. To do this, an animal must pay close attention to
the position of the food before and after these behaviours.
However, during the execution of the pull-steps, the
animal also has to pay attention to its own actions on
the string. Formation of a feedback loop therefore
Proc. R. Soc. B

requires attention to be split between the movement of
the food and the movement of the animal’s own body.
We suggest that there are two ways this problem of split
attention could be ameliorated, though there are likely to
be others. The integration hypothesis [6] suggests that the
faster the information can be integrated between the perceptual and motor pathways, the easier it is for the animal
to note the effects of its actions while coordinating pullsteps. That is, animals with more direct routes of connection between specific parts of the brain are able to notice
the effects of their action quicker, and so have more
time to coordinate the actions of their body. It therefore
predicts that species (and individuals) with larger associative brain areas and/or more connected perceptual and
motor pathways will be better at string pulling. An
alternative laterality hypothesis suggests that the more
highly lateralized an animal is, the greater its ability to
focus at the same time on both the body’s actions and
the movement of the food, and so form a stable perceptual-motor feedback loop. This is because one of the
advantages of extreme cerebral lateralization is the ability
to process several sources of information being received
simultaneously [26 – 29]. The laterality hypothesis therefore predicts that more lateralized species (and
individuals) would be better at string pulling.
These hypotheses are intriguing. They suggest that,
though the string-pulling task can be solved by a perceptual feedback loop mediated by operant conditioning, it is
still a direct test of intelligence. However, it tests for a type
of intelligence intermediate between basic learning processes and human-level cognition. While spontaneous
string pulling in birds does not require complex cognitive
software (i.e. mental modelling of causal relations), it may
well require specific neural hardware. As our hypotheses
suggest, the structure of the brain, in terms of its level
of specialization and/or degree of connectivity between
different brain areas, could well explain why some species
solve this problem so quickly, and some do not. Testing
these hypotheses may therefore open the door for string
pulling to be used as a useful behavioural proxy for
specific neural capacities.
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